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SUMMARY

Several plastid macromolecular protein complexes are encoded by both nuclear and plastid genes. Therefore, cytonuclear interactions are held in place to prevent genomic conflicts that may lead to incompatibilities. Allopolyploidy resulting from hybridization and genome doubling of two divergent species, can disrupt these fine-tuned interactions, as newly formed allopolyploid species confront biparental nuclear chromosomes with uniparentally inherited plastid genome. To avoid any deleterious effects of unequal genome inheritance, preferential transcription of the plastid donor over the other one has been hypothesized to occur in allopolyploids. We used *Brassica* as a model to study the effects of paleopolyploidy in diploid parental species, as well as the effects of recent and ancient allopolyploidy in *Brassica napus* on genes implicated in plastid protein complexes. We first identified redundant nuclear copies involved in those complexes. Compared to cytosolic protein complexes and to genome-wide retention rates, genes involved in plastid protein complexes show a higher retention of genes in duplicated and triplicated copies. Those redundant copies are functional and undergoing strong purifying selection. We then compared transcription patterns and sequences of those redundant gene copies between resynthesized allopolyploids and their diploid parents. The neo-polyploids showed no biased subgenome expression or maternal homogenization via gene conversion despite presence of some non-synonymous substitutions between plastid genomes of parental progenitors. Instead, subgenome dominance was observed regardless of the maternal
progenitor. Our results provide new insights on the evolution of plastid protein complexes which could be tested and generalized in other allopolyploid species.

INTRODUCTION

Genome mergers, through horizontal transfer and interspecific hybridization, have played a central role in the origin, evolution and diversification of eukaryotes, providing some of the astonishing diversity among living organisms. One of the most important examples of this phenomenon was the formation of plants through the endosymbiotic engulfment of a cyanobacterium by a eukaryotic cell (Margulis, 1970; Deusch et al., 2008). This cyanobacterial genome gradually evolved into the plastid genome, allowing plants to autonomously photosynthesize. Since this endosymbiotic event that occurred more than one billion years ago, plastid DNA and genes were transferred to the nucleus, creating genes with similar or new functions as well as novel regulatory elements (Martin et al., 2002; Timmis et al., 2004; Kleine et al., 2009; Rousseau-Gueutin et al., 2011; Rousseau-Gueutin et al., 2013). Indeed, it has been shown that about 18% of Arabidopsis thaliana nuclear genes were in fact of cyanobacterial origin and result from the deluge of plastid DNA that was constantly transferred to the nucleus since this endosymbiotic event (Martin et al., 2002). To date, the plant plastid genome is highly reduced compared to its cyanobacterial ancestor (Kleine et al., 2009), with more than 90% of plant plastid proteins being nuclear-encoded. However, a number of essential macromolecular protein complexes, including Photosystem I, Photosystem II, Cytochrome b6f, Rubisco and ATP synthase, RNA polymerase PEP, Acetyl-CoA carboxylase, Caseinolytic protease and ribosomes are still encoded by interacting nuclear and plastid genes (Allen et al., 2011; Lerbs-Mache, 2011; Rockenbach et al., 2016; Weng et al., 2016). Specifically, excess of non-synonymous mutations was found in genes encoding non-photosynthetic plastid protein complexes compared to cytosolic complexes (Sloan et al., 2014). Therefore, as plastid-nuclear co-evolution seems to be important in those complexes, any genomic conflicts arising could potentially lead to cytonuclear incompatibilities.

Intergenomic conflict could arise in allopolyploids, which result from interspecific hybridization followed by genome doubling. This intriguing evolutionary process often entails profound structural alterations (including exchanges between homoeologous chromosomes, gene conversion events or activation of transposable elements) and functional modifications (at the epigenetic, transcriptional or translational levels) immediately after polyploid formation (Albertin et al., 2006; Gaeta et al., 2007; Parisod et al., 2009; Tate et al., 2009; Marmagne et al.,...
Additionally, duplicated genes may take different paths, including gene loss, pseudogenisation, neofunctionalization or subfunctionalization, where expression of the duplicated copies is partitioned between tissues or developmental stages (Grover et al., 2012). A newly formed allopolyploid individual carries maternal and paternal nuclear chromosomes from both progenitor species. However, because maternal organelle inheritance is most common in higher plants only the maternal plastid genome is present. Plastid-nuclear incompatibilities and altered cytonuclear interactions have been reported in interspecific hybrids and allopolyploid species (reviewed in Sharbrough et al., 2017). These alterations may result from several mechanisms including deletions in plastid intergenic sequences (Greiner et al., 2008) and presence of non-synonymous substitutions putatively modifying regulatory networks and protein structure (Greiner et al., 2011). The latter case has been investigated in allopolyploids. Authors have hypothesized occurrence of preferential transcription of maternal nuclear genes over the paternally inherited copies to avoid plastid-nuclear conflict. To date, this has been studied only in a few allopolyploid plant systems and exclusively on the Rubisco-encoded genes (reviewed in Sharbrough et al., 2017). In cotton, for example, non-reciprocal homoeologous recombination events were found to occur between sub-genomes of natural allopolyploids (Gong et al., 2012). Such events can potentially lead to homogenization via gene conversions occurring during allopolyploid evolution. Interestingly, maternal Rubisco homoeologs were preferentially expressed in both wild and cultivated allopolyploid cottons, as well as in resynthesized F1 hybrids, compared to paternal homoeologs (Gong et al., 2012). Differential evolution of maternal and paternal Rubisco genes was also reported between homoeologous genomes of Arabidopsis suecica, Arachis hypogaea and Nicotiana tabacum allopolyploids (Gong et al., 2014). However, this scenario was not observed in the young allopolyploid Tragopogon miscellus and in resynthesized allotetraploid Oryza despite non-synonymous substitutions observed in the Rubisco plastid-encoded parental sequences of these species (Sehrish et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017).

Here we describe the structural and functional (biased gene retention, gene conversion, selection, global and homoeo-specific gene expression) consequences of both ancient and recent allopolyploidy on nuclear genes implicated in different plastid protein complexes that are encoded both in the nucleus and plastid genomes (Allen et al., 2011; Lerbs-Mache, 2011; Rockenbach et al., 2016; Weng et al., 2016). We used the Brassica polyploid complex, which represents an excellent system to study the impact of recurrent polyploidization events as well as immediate and long-term consequences of genome merger and doubling. The genomes of B. rapa (2n=20; AA) and B. oleracea (2n=18; CC) (Wang et al., 2011; Parkin et al., 2014) diverged
about 4 million years ago. Both arose from a triplication event, which occurred 22 million years ago (Beilstein et al., 2010) and are thus considered as paleohexaploids. Thereafter, their triplicated genomes rapidly underwent extensive gene deletion through a fractionation process (Murat et al., 2015). It has been shown in B. rapa that only 11.2% of genes retained their triplicated copies, while 36.4% have lost one copy and 52.3% have lost two copies (Wang et al., 2011). In other words, the majority of the genes are tending towards a return to single-copy status (Wang et al., 2011), and overall gene content in Brassica diploid genomes has so far been reduced by about half. However, different cultivars within Brassica species do not display the same number of copies, and may explain the astonishing and extensive number of morphotypes existing within each species (Cheng et al., 2014; Cheng et al., 2016; Golicz et al., 2016). The allotetraploid B. napus (2n=38; AACC), which arose recently (less than 7500 years ago; Chalhoub et al., 2014) via hybridization and genome doubling of B. rapa (2n=20; AA) as maternal genome donor and B. oleracea (2n=18; CC) as paternal genome donor (Allender and King, 2010), exemplifies the additional level of genome complexity that exists in Brassica allopolyploids. In both natural varieties and particularly in de novo resynthesized B. napus, rapid and extensive changes have been reported at the structural and gene expression levels (Gaeta et al., 2007; Szadkowski et al., 2010; Rousseau-Gueutin et al., 2017; Hurgobin et al., 2017). We used this valuable model system to address several questions regarding effects of allopolyploid speciation on genes implicated in cytonuclear interactions: (1) Are these genes preferentially retained in multicopies in paleopolyploids and allopolyploids? (2) Can we detect signatures of selection and/or functionalization in these duplicate copies? (3) Is the maternal subgenome preferentially expressed over the paternally inherited subgenome in allopolyploids? (4) Are paternal copies more prone to gene conversion than their corresponding maternal copies? And, finally, (5) is global gene expression in allopolyploids subject to transgression to compensate higher plastid number?

RESULTS

Nucleotide divergence in plastid genomes of diploid species

Plastid genomes of B. rapa var. Chiifu and B. oleracea var. TO1000 were retrieved from NCBI and aligned with B. rapa var. ‘C1.3’ and var. ‘Z1’ as well as B. oleracea var. ‘RC34’, var. ‘HDEM’ to study intra- and interspecific nucleotide conservation for the 59 plastid genes involved in cytonuclear interactions (Table S1). Comparison of their coding gene sequences revealed the presence of 11 non-synonymous substitutions (NSS) in six plastid genes between B. rapa and B.
oleracea (Table S2) whereas no NSS were identified within species. Specifically, NSS were found in the plastid genes PetA and AtpA, which each interact at the macromolecular protein level with the nuclear genes PetC and PetM (within the Cytochrome b6f complex) and AtpC, AtpD and AtpG (within the ATP synthase complex), respectively. The other non-synonymous mutations were found in rpoB and rpoC2 from the RNA polymerase PEP protein complex, rpl22 encoding Ribosomal proteins and accD part of the Acetyl-CoA carboxylase complex. For comparison, other polyploidy complexes were analyzed for the same 59 plastid genes and NSS were identified between the diploid parents of the allotetraploid Arabidopsis suecica (Table S2, 45 NSS for 20 plastid genes) and Nicotiana tabacum (Table S2, 68 NSS for 21 plastid genes), as well as Gossypium hirsutum (Table S2, eight NSS for eight plastid genes).

Nuclear gene copy retention

Because of the triplication event in the ancestor of Brassica species (Figure S1), we first investigated the number of retained copies present in B. rapa var. Chiifu and B. oleracea var. TO1000 reference genomes for each of the 110 nuclear genes implicated in plastid protein complexes (Table S1). To that purpose, we performed phylogenetic analyses to determine gene copies retained after the triplication event rather from more small-scale duplications, as well as to determine the orthologous relationships between B. rapa and B. oleracea gene copies. We then, retained only duplicated copies originating from the triplication event specific of Brassicaceae. Overall, we found that 22 genes (20%) forming plastid complexes showed conservation of all three copies, 42 genes (38.2%) had lost one copy and 46 (41.8%) have returned to a single copy in B. rapa (Table 1). In B. oleracea, similar percentages were reported (Table 1). These proportions were significantly different from those observed genome-wide (Table 1, Chi², P<1.10−12). Particularly, genes exhibiting retention of three and two copies were more frequent whereas genes in single copy were less abundant in our dataset compared to genome-wide retention rates (Chalhoub et al., 2014). In order to determine if the conservation of genes in duplicate or triplicate was a general trend for genes involved in protein complexes, we determined the number of copies retained for genes involved in cytosolic complexes (Aryal et al., 2014). We were able to assign retention rates for 86 and 84 genes implicated in cytosolic complexes for B. rapa and B. oleracea, respectively (Table S3). For B. rapa, 2.33% of genes were conserved in triplicate, 34.88% in duplicate and 62.79% in single copy (Table 1). Similar rates were observed in B. oleracea (Table 1). Thus, these retention rates observed in cytosolic complexes resembled those observed for overall gene data, but are in contradiction with our data on plastid protein complexes (Table 1).
Substitution rates

To examine the selective pressure acting on these redundant genes, previously transcribed Maximum Likelihood (ML) phylogenetic trees were used to investigate 197 gene copies representing 102 nuclear genes encoding plastid macromolecular proteins. All gene copies were found undergoing strong purifying selection with on average, \( dN/dS \) ratios around 0.1459 (Table S4, MIN=0.011; MAX=0.4724).

Gene conversion

To test for homogenization of homoeologous copies in our dataset, alignments were performed on all copies separately and include orthologous sequences of *B. rapa* and *B. oleracea* cultivars (i.e Chifu, Z1, C1.3 and TO1000, HDEM, RC34) and homoeologs of *B. napus* var. Darmor reference genome (Chalhoub *et al.*, 2014). Only matrices without gaps were kept for further analyses. Thus, using 152 redundant copy alignments representing 97 genes, a total of 1,300 homoeo-SNPs were identified between *B. rapa* and *B. oleracea* (or 1.34 homoeo-SNP per 100bp). Among those homoeo-SNPs, 12.5% (or 161) were classified as converted SNPs (Figure 1, Table S5). Converted SNPs were then categorized into maternally homogenized SNP (in *B. napus* var. Darmor AA instead of AC) or paternally homogenized SNP (in *B. napus* var. Darmor: CC instead of AC). Following this classification, we identified 95 and 66 maternally and paternally converted SNPs, respectively (Table S5). At the SNP level, maternal homogenization was 1.44-fold higher than paternal homogenization. However, when counting the number of gene conversion events (spanning one or several SNPs), we detected 35 and 46 occurrences of maternal and paternal homogenization, respectively (Table S5). In that case, the ratio completely switch to 1.31-fold higher paternal homogenization.

Evolution of gene transcription in resynthesized polyploids and *B. napus* cultivars

i. Transcriptional dynamics within species. We first assessed the transcriptional status of the different copies previously identified in both diploid *Brassica* species used as progenitors in subsequent interspecific crosses. A large proportion (90%) was found expressed in both *B. rapa* and *B. oleracea* (Table S6). Additionally, we also investigated the differential expression of those copies within each species. We observed on average for *B. rapa* 47.7% and 56.8% of copies differentially expressed, for the one in duplicate and triplicate, respectively. For *B. oleracea*, those percentages were increased, with 66.67% and 80% of, respectively, duplicated and
triplicated copies differentially expressed (Table S7). As we could determine that those redundant copies all exhibited the same functional domains (from pfam analyses), we hypothesized that they also retained the same function within each species. Thus, to determine global level of transcription for each gene, we summed the expression of all redundant copies to explore their transcriptional dynamic following allopolyploidization.

**ii. Transcriptional dynamic of each gene duplicated (i.e. orthologs) within and between progenitors.** The two respective cultigroups of *B. oleracea* and *B. rapa* were experimentally crossed in two combinations to obtain two independent resynthesized polyploid crosses namely ‘EMZ’ and ‘RCC’. First, the different cultivars of *B. oleracea* and *B. rapa* were compared within species to detect intraspecific variability and distinguish our two crosses. Between *B. oleracea* genotypes, the cultivar ‘RC34’ was preferentially expressed for 17 out of 110 genes (15.5%) whereas only 2 (1.8%) were found preferentially expressed in ‘HDEM’ (Table S8). Between *B. rapa* genotypes, the difference was less prominent with 6 and 10 genes preferentially expressed in ‘C1.3’ and ‘Z1’, respectively (Table S8). These contrasts were also visible when comparing differential expression patterns between species for both crosses. Progenitors of the ‘EMZ’ cross were compared and global gene expression was found different between Z1 and HDEM in 59.9% of the cases (Figure 2). Among those genes, 33.6% were preferentially expressed in *B. rapa* var. ‘Z1’ and thus, leaving 25.5% preferentially expressed in *B. oleracea* var. ‘HDEM’ (Figure 2). For the other cross, global gene expression between progenitors was found different in 65.5% of the genes. However, in contrast with the ‘EMZ’ cross, ‘RCC’ progenitors exhibited mostly preferentially expressed in *B. oleracea* var. ‘RC34’ with 38.2% of the genes impacted. In *B. rapa* var. ‘C1.3’, 27.3% of genes were found preferentially expressed (Figure 2).

**iii. Transcriptional dynamic of A and C subgenomes (orthologous copies) following allopolyploidy.** These progenitors were then used in independent crosses to form resynthesized polyploids to study the dynamic of transcription after interspecific hybridization and genome doubling in recent polyploids. To test our hypotheses of preferential utilization of maternal transcripts, we first considered subgenome dynamic during allopolyploid formation. More precisely, we identified subgenome expression profiles in the F1, S0 and resynthesized polyploids and compared it with each progenitor genome independently (Figure 3). In the interspecific hybrid ‘RCC’, the Ar subgenome revealed 5.5% of gene copies differentially expressed when compared to the Ar genome of *B. rapa* cv ‘C1.3’ (including 4.5 and 0.9% of genes down- and up-regulated in the F1, respectively) (Figure 3, Table S9). This ratio drastically increased after genome doubling with 17.3% of genes differentially expressed in S0 and 19.3% after a few meioses in resynthesized polyploids. The C subgenome revealed a different pattern. In the F1, 14.5% of
genes were classified differentially expressed between the C subgenome and *B. oleracea* cv 'RC34' whereas no differences could be detected in the S0 (Figure 3, Table S9). In the polyploids, 13.8% of genes were found differentially expressed (including 1.5 and 12.4% of genes showing up- and down-regulation, respectively).

In the EMZ cross, we found in the A subgenome of the interspecific hybrid 24.5% of the genes differentially expressed by comparison with *B. rapa* cv 'Z1' (including 12.7 and 11.8% of genes down- and up-regulated in the F1, respectively) (Figure 3, Table S10). This ratio drastically decreased after genome doubling and the first meiosis in resynthesized polyploids. On average only 8.6% of genes were differentially expressed between progenitor *B. rapa* and Ar subgenome of the polyploids (Figure 3, Table S10). The Co subgenome revealed a different pattern. In the F1, only 1.8% of genes were differentially expressed between the C subgenome and *B. oleracea* cv 'HDEM' (Figure 3, Table S10). In the polyploids, this ratio was increased to, on average, 11.3% of genes differentially expressed between the C subgenome and the maternal progenitor. Among those genes differentially expressed, 3.8 and 7.5% were found in the polyploids up- and down-regulation, respectively.

**iv. Transcriptional dynamic of A vs C subgenomes (homoeologous copies) following allopolyploidy.** Additionally, we also compared A vs C subgenome expression within a resynthesized polyploid to detect biased expressed genes (Figure 2, Figure 3, Table S11). In F1 'RCC' cross, we found half of the genes (50.0%) showing biased subgenome expression. The same trend was observed after genome doubling with half of the genes showing biased subgenome expression (Figure 2, Figure 3, Table S11). However, in the resynthesized 'RCC' polyploids an increased number of genes exhibiting biased subgenome expression was identified with on average 56.5% of genes showing genome dominance, including a larger portion (32.7%) towards the A genome (paternal progenitor). We also investigated subgenome bias expression in the 'EMZ' cross. In resynthesized polyploids, most of the genes were found biased towards the A subgenome (paternal progenitor) with on average 38.5% (Figure 3, Table S11).

To examine gene expression evolution in natural varieties of *B. napus*, we used the progenitor species from our crosses for comparisons as actual parental genotypes of *B. napus* varieties remain unknown. We observed in most cases, similar expression levels between the An subgenome of *B. napus* and the Ar genomes of 'Z1' (80.2%) and 'C1.3' (82.7%). Among genes differentially expressed, 10.9 and 11.8% are up-regulated in the polyploids compared to the progenitors 'C1.3' and 'Z1', respectively (Figure 3, Table S11). Regarding the Cn subgenome, genes showing no differential expression were encountered in 84.7 and 89.9.7% of the cases, compared to *B. oleracea* 'HDEM' and 'RC34', respectively. Among the differential patterns, the *B.
oleracea progenitor exhibited mostly up-regulated genes with 9.4 and 7.8% in ‘HDEM’ and ‘RC34’, respectively (Figure 3, Table S11). Finally, we investigated biased subgenome dominance in *B. napus* varieties and found that 45.5% of genes exhibited expression biased, with predominantly An subgenome dominance (28.9% of genes).

v. *Transcriptional dynamic of global gene expression following allopolyploidy.* To identify possible patterns of transgressivity, we also investigated global gene expression dynamics during allopolyploidization. In both crosses, mostly additivity of parental gene expression levels was observed in the F1 hybrid, double haploid S0 and resynthesized polyploids. In F1 interspecific hybrids, only four genes were found up-regulated in F1 ‘RCC’. These up-regulated genes were not identified in subsequent S0 ‘RCC’ (Figure 3, Table S12). In resynthesized polyploids, on average 2.6% and 2.9% of genes in EMZ and RCC respectively, were found differentially expressed (Figure 3, Table S12). Among those, a slightly higher number of genes were found down-regulated in polyploids, comparatively to up-regulated genes (ratios 1.3 and 1.7 in EMZ and RCC respectively). In *B. napus* varieties, similar patterns were observed, with on average additive global gene expression identified when compared to EMZ and RCC parental progenitors independently (Figure S2, Table S12). More specifically, between 5 and 21 genes were found differentially expressed in *B. napus* cultivars compared to EMZ and RCC respectively.

**DISCUSSION**

**Nuclear genes encoding plastid macromolecular complexes retained in duplicated copies**

*Brassica* species have been subjected to a WGT event that took place 22.5 mya (Beilstein *et al.*, 2010). Up to three and six duplicated copies can be found in the diploid and allotetraploid *Brassica* species, respectively. By performing BlastP analyses between *Brassica* species and subsequent phylogenetic analyses, we were able to unambiguously identify the evolutionary history of each nuclear gene involved in plastid protein complex and their orthologous relationships. More specifically, we observed that these genes were significantly kept in duplicates or triplicates. Interestingly, a similar preferential retention pattern of duplicated photosystem genes has been reported in *Glycine max* (Coate *et al.*, 2011). However, in wider studies encompassing various flowering plants, genes encoding organelle-related functions (including Photosynthesis) were described as preferentially returning to single gene status, except for *B. rapa* that was described as an outlier with comparatively higher number of duplicates than other species (de Smet *et al.*, 2013; Li *et al.*, 2016).
In Brassica, we tested if this retention of redundant genes may be due to their involvement in protein complexes and compared our dataset including nuclear genes involved in plastid protein complexes with genes encoding cytosolic protein complexes (Aryal et al., 2014). Surprisingly, we found that genes implicated in these latter complexes have a strong tendency towards a return to single copy status and that the proportions of copy retention were identical to those found genome-wide (Wang et al., 2011). We conclude that nuclear genes implicated in plastid protein complexes, in strong contrast to other plant protein complexes, tend towards long-term retention of duplicate and triplicate genes after ancient allopolyploidization. As mentioned previously by Coate and coauthors (2011), contrasted retention rates could be the consequence of both dosage sensitivity as well as protein topological structure. Indeed, high retention of multicopy genes supports the gene balance hypothesis, where genes whose products are involved in macromolecular complexes or networks are more sensitive to imbalance regarding concentration of protein subunits (Papp et al., 2003). Consequently, any change in the stoichiometry of individual subunits would lead to impaired function and have deleterious consequences for the individual, promoting retention of multicopies for specific genes and biological functions (Birchler and Veitia, 2007; Birchler and Veitia, 2010; Aury et al., 2006).

**Conserved functions and contrasted evolutionary rates between copies duplicated by WGT**

All redundant copies remained transcribed and shared the same functional domains. Globally, all nuclear gene copies involved in plastid protein complex were found experiencing strong purifying selection. However, some of these copies were found undergoing slight but significant increased mutations rates while still under purifying selection. This phenomenon was particularly evidenced in genes whose copies were retained in duplicates and triplicates. In addition, when looking at the differential transcription between those redundant copies in diploid species, contrasted expression levels were observed. These findings support the fractionation hypothesis previously observed in *Brassica rapa* (Wang et al., 2011). Genomewide, gene copies present in the Least Fractionated (LF) subgenome exhibit higher expression levels and accumulate fewer non-synonymous mutations than its paralogs in the MF1 and MF2 subgenomes. To explain this pattern, Freeling et al. (2012) proposed a model in which the most highly expressed gene copy produces more protein and thus contributes more to the required stoichiometric balance. Over a long evolutionary time, this model predicts that mutations impacting function would be more strongly selected in the more highly expressed copy than the
other down-regulated copy, explaining the different evolutionary rates observed between paralogous copies.

**Stable interactions between plastid and nuclear genomes in hybrids and polyploids**

One aspect of allopolyploid speciation that has been particularly overlooked is the consequences of cytonuclear stoichiometric disruption in hybrids and polyploids. Recent studies have addressed this issue on the Rubisco macromolecular complex and showed preferential utilization of maternal transcript to enhance protein conformation between nuclear and plastid-encoded genes. Most of the hypotheses are based upon the a priori that plastid genomes have strongly diverged in the diploid species. Therefore, the impact of cytonuclear disruption would depend on the time since divergence and plastid evolution rate in diploids.

*Brassica rapa* and *B. oleracea* that have diverged less than 4 mya exhibited 11 NSS in plastid coding regions. Number of NSS was actually similar to what was found between *Gossypium* parental species, which diverged 5 to 10 mya (Li et al., 2015), but still lower compared to other species that have diverged between 5-7 mya (i.e. *Arabidopsis thaliana* and *A. arenosa* (Wang et al., 2006), *Nicotiana sylvestris* and *N. tomentosiformis*; Särkinen et al., 2013). We tested the hypothesis of preferential maternal transcript utilization through gene conversion and transcriptional bias, previously reported in other models for the Rubisco complex (Gong et al., 2012; Gong et al., 2014). Therefore, since just a few non-synonymous mutations in other systems were sufficient to lead to strong functional changes, we tested in *B. napus* var. Darmor for gene conversion events and signs of homogenization towards the maternal homoeolog, as well as preferential transcription of maternally-derived transcripts over the paternal subgenomes in resynthesized *B. napus*. Regarding gene conversion, number of converted SNP from maternal-to-paternal homoeologs (i.e leading to maternal homogenization) exhibited higher ratio of 1.44 compared to SNPs converted from paternal-to-maternal homoeologs. This result is consistent with the genome-wide data (Chalhoub et al., 2014) where maternal homogenization via SNP conversion of homoeolog copies were found to be 1.5 time more abundant. Therefore, our results did not support the hypothesis that maternal homogenization would be favored in genes implicated in plastid-nuclear macromolecular complexes.

Then, the fate of homoeolog transcripts in resynthesized allopolyploids was assessed and tested specifically for preferential utilization of maternal transcripts over paternally inherited ones. Differential expression towards the A subgenome (compared to C) was predominantly found in resynthesized polyploids and in natural varieties of *B. napus*. Although resynthesized *B. napus*
polyploids have *B. oleracea* as maternal genome donor and natural varieties have *B. rapa* as the maternal progenitor, the pattern of A subgenome dominance is conserved. Therefore, we can reject our first hypothesis that maternal transcripts would be preferentially transcribed over the paternal subgenome for nuclear genes involved in plastid protein complexes. Instead, we found evidence for the establishment of the A genome dominance in natural and resynthesized *B. napus* regardless of the maternal progenitor. This mechanism was previously proposed to occur genome-wide in *B. napus* polyploids (Wu et al., 2018) but also in *Triticum* (Akhunova et al., 2010) and *Gossypium* (Yoo et al., 2012). It has been recently proposed that differences in Transposable Element density and preferential targeting by 24nt-siRNAs may explain this genome dominance (Cheng et al., 2016; Li et al., 2014; Shen et al., 2015). Additionally, epigenetic differences were shown to play a major role in this phenomenon, as the lowly-expressed copies from duplicated genes were shown to present a higher methylation at CHH, CHG and CpG sites and have less open chromatin (Springer et al., 2016; Edger et al., 2017). Interestingly, this preferential expression of one subgenome over the other one occurs instantly following the hybridization of divergent genomes and significantly increases over generations (Edger et al., 2017).

Thus, it is still unclear why nuclear genes encoding plastid proteins tend to retain redundant copies with the same function. One hypothesis is that a higher transcript level conferred by multiple gene copies may increase photosynthetic capacity, a frequently described feature of polyploid plants compared to their diploid progenitors (Warner and Edwards, 1993; Ilut et al., 2012; Coate et al., 2013). To test this assumption we compared global gene expression between diploid parents and resynthesized allopolyploids, as well as natural varieties of *B. napus*. However, we did not detect significant differences in global gene expression but mainly additivity in hybrids, resynthesized and natural varieties of *B. napus*. The few genes with up- or down-regulated global expression may possibly be triggered by the presence of non-reciprocal homoeologous exchanges as previously observed in these resynthesized *B. napus* polyploids (Rousseau-Gueutin et al., 2017).

**Conclusion**

Due to uniparental inheritance of the plastid genome, maternal preferential utilization of nuclear genes involved in plastid protein complexes has been proposed to occur in allopolyploid species. However, in *B. napus* no evidence of biased transcription or homogenization via gene conversion towards the maternal genome has been found. Instead, subgenome dominance was observed regardless of the maternal progenitor. Our conclusions differ from previous studies in allopolyploids whose parents diverged around the same time, but similar with other young and
resynthesized polyploids. Our results highlight the importance to take advantage of progenitor transcription levels to be able to distinguish the effect of plastid maternal inheritance on nuclear gene sequences from genome dominance, a common feature in polyploids.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Plant material

Two different resynthesized *B. napus* populations, hereafter designated ‘RCC’ and ‘EMZ’, were obtained by performing two crosses between different accessions of *B. oleracea* (female) and *B. rapa* (male), as reported previously (Rousseau-Gueutin et al., 2017). The first cross was performed between a doubled haploid line (‘RC34’) of *B. oleracea* var. *alboglabra* (CC, 2n=2x=18) and a plant ‘C1.3’ belonging to the *B. rapa* var. *rapifera* (AA, 2n=2x=20) fodder variety ‘Chicon’. The second cross was generated between a homozygous doubled haploid line (‘HDEM’) of *B. oleracea* var. *botrytis italic* (CC, 2n=2x=18) and the doubled haploid line (‘Z1’) of *B. rapa* var. *trilocularis* (AA, 2n=2x=20). The resulting amphiploid hybrids ‘RCC-F1’ and ‘EMZ-F1’ (AC, 2n=2x=19) were somatically doubled using colchicine (Chevre et al., 1989), leading to S0 plants. By selfing the RCC-S0 and the EMZ-S0 plants, via hand pollination of floral buds before anthesis, we produced RCC-S1 and EMZ-S1 progenies. Thereafter, 110 S1 plants were grown under the same cage (one cage for ‘RCC’ and one for ‘EMZ’) in the presence of flies to ensure open-pollination and to facilitate outcrossing between plants. The following year, one seed per 110 G2 plants (from ‘RCC’ and ‘EMZ’, respectively) was grown in a cage (with flies) to obtain the G3 progenies. For each cross, five G3 individuals per population were retained for subsequent analyses and are referred in the manuscript as ‘FG54, FG55, FG57, FG71, FG72’ and ‘FG78, FG84, FG90, FG92, FG108’, for the RCC and EMZ crosses, respectively. In addition to these resynthesized *B. napus* lines, four natural *B. napus* varieties were also used: ‘Bronowski’, ‘Oro’, ‘Petranova’ and ‘Tanto’.

Chloroplast genome assemblies and annotation

High molecular weight genomic DNA of the parental lines of the resynthesized *B. napus* populations (B. *rapa*: ‘Z1’ and ‘C1.3’; B. *oleracea*: ‘HDEM’ and ‘RC34’) was obtained using the procedure detailed in Chalhoub et al. (2014). For subsequent plastome reconstruction, libraries were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2500 instrument (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) using 250 base-length read chemistry in a paired-end mode by the Genoscope (Evry, France). After the
Illumina sequencing, an in-house quality control process was applied to the reads that passed the Illumina quality filters. The first step discards low-quality nucleotides (Q < 20) from both ends of the reads. Next, Illumina sequencing adapters and primer sequences were removed from the reads. Then, reads shorter than 30 nucleotides after trimming were discarded. These trimming and removal steps were achieved using in-house-designed software based on the FastX package (http://www.genoscope.cns.fr/fastxtend/). Plastid genome assemblies were performed using the pipeline previously published in Keller et al. (Keller et al., 2017). Briefly, de novo assemblies were built using "The organelle assembler" software (Coissac et al., 2016). Each draft plastid genome was then verified and corrected by mapping the Illumina reads against each reconstructed genome using Bowtie 2 v2.0 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) (Parameters: Score-min G 52 8, Local alignment). Finally, annotation was performed using DOGMA (Wyman et al., 2004) and verified visually after comparison with previously published Brassica plastid genomes. The four newly assembled Brassica plastid genomes were deposited in Genbank under the accession numbers MG717286, MG717287, MG717288 and MG717289. These different genomes were aligned using Geneious 10.1.3 (Kearse et al., 2012). Coding sequences were then translated, extracted and aligned using Geneious 10.1.3 (Kearse et al., 2012) to identify non-synonymous substitutions, either between cultivars of the same species (i.e. between 'HDEM' and 'RC34' or between 'Z1' and 'C1.3') or between the parental species (i.e. B. oleracea 'HDEM' and 'RC34' against B. rapa 'Z1' and 'C1.3'). Non-synonymous substitutions were retrieved using a custom Perl script, which compares amino acid sequences and returns positions of each non-synonymous substitution within a gene. The script was also used to assess levels of non-synonymous mutations between parental plastid genomes of other polyploid systems (in Arabidopsis suecica, Gossypium hirsutum and Nicotiana tabacum). For that purpose, chloroplast genomes of parental species were retrieved from GenBank (NC_029334 and NC_000932 for Arabidopsis thaliana and A. arenosa; JF317353 and NC_016668 for Gossypium arboretum and G. raimondii and NC_007500 and NC_007602 for Nicotiana sylvestris and N. tomentosiformis). Finally, non-synonymous nucleotide positions were checked for not being in a predicted RNA editing sites using prep-cp (Mower, 2009) online tool (http://prep.unl.edu/).

**Evolutionary dynamics of nuclear genes involved in chloroplast protein complexes**

In plants, some plastid protein complexes are encoded by both plastid and nuclear genes. We focused on 110 nuclear genes involved in these plastid protein complexes previously identified in Arabidopsis (Allen et al., 2011; Lerbs-Mache, 2011; Rockenbach et al., 2016; Weng et al., 2016). The protein sequences of these 110 genes were retrieved from Arabidopsis genome in
TAIR 10 (https://www.arabidopsis.org/). Then, these different Arabidopsis amino-acid gene sequences were blasted (reciprocal BlastP) against B. rapa v 1.5 (Wang et al., 2011), B. oleracea v.2.1.24 (Parkin et al., 2014) and B. napus v. 1.5 (Chalhoub et al., 2014) reference genomes. As a consequence, for each Arabidopsis gene, up to 3 redundant copies (genes triplicated by ancient whole duplication events (Glover et al., 2016) can be found in the genomes of B. rapa and B. oleracea. Moreover, up to 6 copies can be found in the genome of B. napus, as only few genes were lost since its formation less than 7500 years ago (Chalhoub et al., 2014). In our case, phylogenetic analyses for each gene were essential to comprehend the evolutionary history of each gene and differentiate between paralogous copies deriving from either polyploidy or non-polyploidy (i.e. tandem duplication, transposition or recombination) events. Additionally, this analysis enables assessment of which gene copies are orthologous between the respective Brassica species and which B. napus copies are homoeologs.

As Arabidopsis and Brassica species diverged about 27 million years ago (Murat et al., 2015), only genes presenting at least 70% identity (CIP: Cumulative Identity Percentage) across 70% of the gene length of the query (CALP: Cumulative Alignment Length Percentage) were subsequently considered as putative homologs (Salse et al., 2009). Each Arabidopsis gene was aligned with the different homologous gene copies identified in B. rapa, B. oleracea and B. napus using Geneious v 10.1.3 (Kearse et al., 2012). The different data matrices produced were adjusted manually and subjected to molecular phylogeny using Maximum Parsimony (MP) and Maximum Likelihood (ML). Trees are available in Zenodo under DOI 10.5281/zenodo.1172694. MP and ML analyses were performed using MEGA 7 (Kumar et al., 2016) with 1000 bootstrap replicates and using Arabidopsis as outgroup. Finally, amino acid sequences of all duplicated copies from the same gene function were checked to include the same functional domains using PFAM and the script pfam_scan.pl (Finn et al., 2016). The different gene copies and their orthologous relationships in B. rapa, B. oleracea and B. napus are presented in Supplementary Table 1.

Also, in order to compare retention rates of nuclear genes involved in plastid protein complexes (both nuclear and plastid encoded) with those of other multi-protein complexes, we used gene encoding cytosolic proteins. For that purpose, we retrieved 270 Arabidopsis genes implicated in cytosolic protein complexes from Aryal et al. (Aryal et al., 2014) Using identifiers, we recovered the amino-acid sequences from the TAIR website (https://www.arabidopsis.org/).

Subsequently, 121 and 118 homologous sequences were identified using BLASTP in B. rapa and B. oleracea reference genomes, respectively. As performed for the plastid protein complexes, we only extracted BLAST results presenting a CIP/CALP of at least 70%. Our results were tested
statistically for their independence of frequencies with what was found genome-wide (Chalhoub et al., 2014) using Chi².

**Selective pressure acting on nuclear genes involved in plastid protein complexes**

Selective pressure acting on the different paralogous copies for each nuclear gene was estimated using the codeml branch model (Yang and Nielsen, 2000) in the PAML 4 package (Yang, 2007). For each ML tree a file was generated in a newick format. Global dN/dS of the whole phylogenetic tree (Model M0) was determined and compared to dN/dS of specific branches (Model Branch Free). Specific branches were determined visually, nodes corresponding to one ancestral paralogous copies (including one copy of *B. rapa*, one copy of *B. oleracea* and two copies of *B. napus* if all copies were retained) were characterized with a star in the newick file to be recognized by the Branch Free Model. Then, significant dN/dS ratios across the tree were performed with a LRT against Model M0. Modified scripts are available in Github (github.com/juliefc/Brassica).

**Identification of putative gene conversion events**

To detect the presence of putative gene conversion in *B. napus*, we first reconstructed the sequence of each gene copy using DNAseq data obtained from the parents of the two resynthesized populations: *B. oleracea* (‘RC34’ and ‘HDEM’) and *B. rapa* (‘C1.3’ and ‘Z1’). To that purpose, we first mapped DNAseq data obtained from *B. oleracea* against the 110 *B. oleracea* gene copies (including the different copies) identified from the *B. oleracea* TO1000 reference genome. Similarly, we mapped *B. rapa* DNAseq data against the 110 gene copies identified from the *B. rapa* var. Chiifu reference genome using Bowtie 2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) (Parameters: Score-minG 52 8, Local alignment). The obtained bam files were converted into a pileup file using Samtools (Li et al., 2009) in order to identify SNPs existing between the reference genome sequence and our genotypes. We then used a custom python script to reconstruct the sequence of each gene. Subsequently, we used Geneious to align the orthologous copies obtained from our *B. rapa* and *B. oleracea* genotypes with the reference genome sequences (*B. rapa* var. Chiifu, *B. oleracea* var. TO1000, and *B. napus* var. Darmor-bzh). Following the procedure detailed in Salmon et al. (2010) and using a custom-made script (available in github.com/juliefc/Brassica), we first detected the SNPs differentiating between the *B. rapa* and *B. oleracea* accessions (i.e. species-specific SNPs). A SNP was called if all *B. rapa* genotypes presented the same nucleotide whereas all *B. oleracea* genotypes showed the
alternative nucleotide. Following allopolyploidy, these SNPs are referred to as homoeo-SNP and should be retained in the genome of *B. napus*. In the case of gene conversion, homoeo-SNPs present in the polyploid genome may be homogenized. Therefore, only the nucleotide from one parent is present in both homoeologs. After identifying these homoeo-SNPs, we searched for the presence of converted SNPs and gene conversion events (involving several consecutive converted homoeo-SNPs). Finally, we determined which copy (*B. rapa* vs. *B. oleracea*) was used as a template to assess the direction of the conversion event.

**RNAseq analyses**

Overall, 21 samples were grown in triplicates in a phytotron for a period of one month with photoperiod 14/10 hours, thermoperiod 21/16°C and humidity 70/85%. These included the diploid parents of the two resynthesized *B. napus* lines, two F1 amphiploid hybrids (‘RCC-F1’ and ‘EMZ-F1’), one resynthesized *B. napus* S0 (only ‘RCC-S0’ as the ‘EMZ-S0’ plant died), five resynthesized *B. napus* individuals in G3 (for both ‘RCC’ and ‘EMZ’ populations), and four *B. napus* varieties (‘Bronowski’, ‘Oro’, ‘Petranova’ and ‘Tanto’). For the resynthesized *B. napus* individuals, triplicates from each genotype were obtained from cuttings, allowing avoiding genetic variations between biological replicates. For all samples, leaf tissues were collected the same day and directly ground in liquid nitrogen using a mortar and pestle. RNA was then extracted using the manufacturer's instructions for the Omega Biotek EZNA Plant RNA Kit and the libraries were prepared using the Illumina mRNAseq kit (RS-100-0801, Illumina Inc.) as described by Bancroft et al. (Bancroft et al., 2011). In total, 50 libraries were prepared, with three libraries per genotype except for the natural *B. napus* varieties, for which only one library was created. Per library, more than 50Gb of raw paired-end reads of 100bp (insert size 400-500bp) were generated and deposited in NCBI SRA (BioProject ID PRJNA429568). Quality checks, adapters trimming and filtering were performed as described in Higgins *et al.* (2012). Cleaned RNAseq reads were mapped against concatenated *B. rapa* and *B. oleracea* genomes (Wang *et al.*, 2011; Parkin *et al.*, 2014) using STAR. For resynthesized *B. napus* polyploids, the concatenated genome of *B. rapa* and *B. oleracea* was preferred over the *B. napus* var. Darmor-bzh genome (Chalhoub *et al.*, 2014), since a resynthesized *B. napus* polyploid genome is genetically closer to the concatenation of both *B. rapa* and *B. oleracea* genomes than to the genome of a natural *B. napus* variety. RNAseq data obtained from *B. napus* varieties were also mapped against this concatenated genome to allow suitable comparisons of gene expression between resynthesized and natural *B. napus*. As the sequence similarity is very high between the *B. rapa* and *B. oleracea* genomes (about 98%) (Chalhoub *et al.*, 2014), very stringent
mapping parameters were used to ensure correct mapping of read data (only one mismatch accepted for the whole read length). In addition, only reads that mapped uniquely on the concatenated genome were considered, to avoid taking into account reads that mapped on both homoeologous genes (i.e. identical regions between \textit{B. rapa} and \textit{B. oleracea} coding sequences). The mapping parameters used for STAR are as follows: alignment end to end, no multimapping, one mismatch (Dobin \textit{et al.}, 2013). Number of reads for each gene copy were counted using featureCount (Liao \textit{et al.}, 2014). This software used mapping (bam) files coming from \textit{B. rapa}, \textit{B. oleracea} and concatenation of both genomes to determine the number of reads with default parameters. This way, we were able to distinguish subgenome contributions to global gene expression in the amphiplody hybrids and resynthesized allopolyploids. Differences in global gene expression between parents, F1, S0 and polyploids, as well as biases in subgenome expression, were tested using the package edgeR (Robinson and Oshlack, 2010). Briefly, raw read counts were first normalized using reads per kilobase per million mapped reads (RPKM), which takes into account library size for each sample as well as transcript size. Then, transcripts with low read count were trimmed from the analysis. Only transcripts with at least 1 RPKM in more than 10 samples (i.e. libraries) were retained. A second normalization step, Trimmed Mean of M-valued (TMM) (Robinson and Oshlack, 2010) allowed minimization of variance between samples and helped resolve statistical comparisons. Subsequently, data were tested with a Global Linear Model (McCarthy \textit{et al.} 2012) with a likelihood ratio test, followed by a multiple testing correction using Benjamini-Hochberg (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). A transcript (or a gene from a subgenome) was considered differentially expressed (up- or down-regulated) if its corrected p-value was less than 0.05.
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### Table 1. Copy retention for nuclear genes implicated in plastid and cytosolic complexes.

Proportions of genes retained in triplicate, duplicate and single copy are given for *Brassica rapa*, *B. oleracea* and *B. napus* for two subsets of nuclear genes either implicated in plastid or cytosolic complexes. These proportions were then compared to retention rates for overall genes. Results of \( \chi^2 \) are presented for comparisons between plastid complexes and overall genes, and between cytosolic complexes and overall genes (NS=Non-significant).

#### FIGURES

**Figure 1.** Position of nuclear genes involved in nine plastid protein complexes and their homoeologous and paralogous relationships in *Brassica napus*. The outer circle represents the 19 chromosomes of *B. napus* var. Darmor (from Chalhoub et al. 2014). Genes are then positioned on the chromosomes and possible events of gene conversion events are illustrated with the black dashed lines. Homoeologous relationships between nuclear gene copies from the A and C subgenomes are presented by solid colored lines. The dashed colored lines represent the paralogous relationships between redundant copies within a subgenome.

**Figure 2.** Subgenome transcription dynamics in the progenitors, interspecific hybrids F1, resynthesized *B. napus* in S0 and in G3 (from both ‘EMZ’ and ‘RCC’ crosses) as well as in natural *B. napus* varieties. Each comparison is made between the individuals at the tips of the line. We compared either the transcription levels of *B. rapa* [Ar] vs *B. oleracea* [Co] subgenomes within polyploids, or between the subgenome of the polyploid *B. rapa* [Ar] or *B. oleracea* [Co] with the respective progenitor genome *B. rapa* [Ar] or *B. oleracea* [Co], respectively. For each comparison, the number of genes up-regulated in the individuals are presented at the tip of the line with percentage in brackets. Thickness of each tip is proportional to the percentage of up-regulated genes. Numbers in brackets in the middle of the line represent the proportions of genes non-differentially expressed for each comparison. By standard, *B. rapa* [A] genome is represented in blue and *B. oleracea* [C] genome in red.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Plastid complexes</th>
<th>Cytosolic complexes</th>
<th>Overall genes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. rapa</td>
<td>B. napus A</td>
<td>B. oleracea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tri% (nb)</td>
<td>20.0 (22)</td>
<td>17.3 (19)</td>
<td>19.1 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl% (nb)</td>
<td>38.2 (42)</td>
<td>41.8 (46)</td>
<td>37.3 (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uni% (nb)</td>
<td>41.8 (46)</td>
<td>40.9 (45)</td>
<td>40.0 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obs Chi²</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>56.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp Chi² (1%, 1ddl)</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. Heatmap of RNAseq data for the two crosses ‘RCC’ and ‘EMZ’ studied. Global expression is presented as total disc surface for all 110 genes implicated in the nine plastid complexes. An asterisk was added for each significant differential global expression between resynthesized polyploids and the *in silico* S0, indicating either over- or lower-expression in polyploids. Biases in subgenome expression are also schematized as a gradient of color from red (*B. oleracea*) to blue (*B. rapa*) in hybrid, S0 and resynthesized polyploids. Individuals from the ‘RCC’ and ‘EMZ’ populations are depicted on the left and on the right of each panel, respectively.